NEAR DAILY DRONE
ATTACKS CONTINUE IN
PAKISTAN
John Brennan must feel that Pakistan’s morale
has only improved marginally, because what was
an average of almost one drone strike a day has
now fallen to about a half drone strike a day.
Three successive days of strikes (with a total
death toll of 27) have brought to eight the
number of strikes in the two weeks since lastminute negotiations on the reopening of supply
routes through Pakistan broke down and Brennan
decided to rain terror down on Pakistan once
again.
Today’s attack killed 15 in Mir Ali in North
Waziristan. In the AFP story carried in Dawn, we
have no less than two officials confirming that
those killed were “militants” even though their
nationalities aren’t known:
“Fifteen militants were killed in a dawn
strike on a compound. The bodies of
those killed were unable to be
identified,” a security official in
Miramshah told AFP.
He said there were reports that some
foreigners had been killed but these
were unable to be confirmed.
A security official in Peshawar
confirmed the attack and said 15
militants were killed.
“We have received reports that 15
militants have been killed in a drone
strike but at this moment we don’t know
about their nationalities,” the official
said.
“We are also unclear about the number of
the militants who were present in the
compound at the time of attack.” The
latest attack came amid an uptick in

drone strikes.

Coverage of this strike in the Express Tribune
is quite interesting. It has near the beginning
the usual quote of a local official asserting
those killed were militants, but includes an
admission that “locals” were among those killed:
A security official said that the
compound was targeted in the Esokhel
area of Mir Ali and that locals along
with foreign militants were killed. “I
don’t know how many foreign militants
were killed but we are sure that
foreigners were among the dead,” said an
official of the security force.

But then we get to a tribesman being quoted, and
what he has to say is revealing:
According to a tribesman who was an
eyewitness, the compound was razed to
the ground after the attack. “I didn’t
go near the house, as I avoid going near
places where drone strikes take place,”
he added.

Why would local tribesmen “avoid going near
places where drone strikes take place”? Why
that’s because the US intentionally targets
first responders at drone strikes:
But research by the Bureau has found
that since Obama took office three years
ago, between 282 and 535 civilians have
been credibly reported as killed
including more than 60 children.

A

three month investigation including eye
witness reports has found evidence that
at least 50 civilians were killed in
follow-up strikes when they had gone to
help victims. More than 20 civilians
have also been attacked in deliberate
strikes on funerals and mourners. The
tactics have been condemned by leading
legal experts.

Who else targets first responders? Well, there
are terrorists in Iraq who do that:
Meanwhile, two Iraqis were killed and
six injured in two back-to-back
explosions in the city of Khalidya, some
200 kilometres west of Baghdad, said
police.
The first explosion occurred near a
house, killing one woman and injuring
two children, security sources told the
German Press Agency dpa.
Another explosive went off when a police
unit arrived on the scene, leaving one
policemen dead and four injured, they
added.

Bombs aimed at first responders was also a
signature move for Eric Rudolph. Here’s then
Attorney General Janet Reno announcing charges
against Rudolph:
Six months later, another homemade bomb
exploded outside Sandy Springs
Professional Building, in north Atlanta.
As emergency personnel arrived on the
scene, a second bomb went off. More
people were wounded, including some
Federal agents.

FBI Director Louis Freeh further characterized
Rudolph’s targeting of first responders at the
same press conference:
The gravity of these offenses is
reflected, first of all, in the
indiscriminate nature of his targets,
innocent civilians in almost every case,
and also a planned and deliberate attack
against law enforcement officers,
rescuers, first-aid individuals, who
came to the scenes both in Sandy Springs
and the Other Side bombings.

In the eyes of local tribesmen in Pakistan,

then, US tactics are no different from those of
terrorists in Iraq or Eric Rudolph. First
responders are likely targets, so those who
would try to rescue wounded from buildings hit
by drone attacks are themselves at great danger
for also being attacked by another missile.
Interestingly, the Express Tribune article
followed up the tribesman’s direct quote by
saying that he said those who did respond for
rescue work after this particular strike were
militants:
He added that soon after the attack,
local militants surrounded the area and
started rescue work by pulling out the
bodies from the debris and shifted them
to an undisclosed location.

Those are very strange words to put into the
tribesman’s mouth, since he had just said he
didn’t go near where the missile hit. He is also
described as an eyewitness, so it is difficult
to know what he means by “near”. It would seem
to me, though, that staying far enough away
after the first strike to be safe from a followon strike would make it difficult to know who it
was who did respond to begin rescue work.
At any rate, there still is no agreement
allowing NATO supply trucks to pass through
Pakistan again and Brennan is still sending in
regular drone strikes in an attempt to beat
Pakistan into submission.
Update: I hadn’t seen Glenn Greenwald’s post
today or the Guardian article on which it was
based when I wrote this post, but it appears
that Sunday’s strike was aimed at mourners
gathered in response to Saturday’s strike. Maybe
mourners are like first responders…

